Enteropathogenic Escherichia coli recruits the cellular inositol phosphatase SHIP2 to regulate actin-pedestal formation.
Adhesion of enteropathogenic Escherichia coli to epithelial cells triggers actin-rich pedestal formation beneath the bacteria. Pedestal formation requires delivery and insertion of the bacterial translocated intimin receptor (Tir) into the host plasma membrane. The C-terminal regions in Tir, encompassing Y483 and Y511, share sequence similarity with cellular immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibition motifs (ITIMs), which are critical regulators of eukaryotic signaling pathways. We demonstrate that Y483 and Y511 within tandem ITIM-like sequences are essential for recruiting SHIP2, a host inositol phosphatase. SHIP2 controls condensed F-actin-pedestal formation by engaging the adaptor SHC and by generating a PI(3,4)P(2)-enriched lipid platform for recruitment of the cytoskeletal regulator lamellipodin. Therefore, mimicry of eukaryotic receptor motifs by Tir controls both the lipid and protein composition of the signaling platform necessary for pedestal formation. Further, the dual action of SHIP2's scaffolding and phosphatase functions ensures tight compartmentalization and coordination of actin dynamics during pedestal formation.